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NEW QUESTION: 1
Welche der folgenden Arten von Steckverbindern kann maximal 8
Adern verwenden?
A. RJ-45
B. RJ-11
C. RS-232
D. BNC
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2

You run the following Transact-SQL statement:
You need to create a stored procedure that meets the following
requirements:
* Inserts data into the Employees table.
* Processes all data changes as a single unit of work.
* Sets the exception severity level to 16 and an error number
of 60, 000 when any error occurs.
* If a Transact-SQL statement raises a runtime error,
terminates and reverts the entire unit of work, and indicates
the line number in the statement where the error occurred.
* Inserts the value New Employee for the Title column if no
title is provided.
How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer,
drag the appropriate Transact-SQL segment to the correct
target. Each Transact-SQL segment may be used once, more than
once, or not at all.
You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
When configuring roles under 'Access Control' in the
Controller's Configuration page, what does the
'show reference' action tell us?
A. Which profiles refer to the role
B. Which firewall hits were detected that refer to the role
C. What users are currently assigned that role
D. What authentication methods use Roles with these policies
E. What policies are inside the role
Answer: A
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